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DIBBs Brown Dog [1] is a recent cyberinfrastructure effort 
which aims to create two new services to aid users in the 
searching, accessing, and usage of digital data and provide 
these services in a manner that is as broadly and easily 
accessible as possible.  At its lowest level, the Data Access 
Proxy (DAP) providing file format conversion capabilities 
and the Data Tilling Service (DTS) providing content-based 
extractions will be accessible via a deliberately compact 
REST interface (TABLE I and TABLE II).  On top of this a 
number of client libraries and applications can and are being 
constructed to even further reduce the overhead of accessing 
the provided functionality (e.g. libraries in Javascript, 
Python, R, MATLAB and interfaces such as bookmarklets, 
browser extensions, and other standalone applications).  At 
the heart of the two services, however, is their extensibility, 
allowing one to potentially incorporate any library or tool as 
a conversion or extraction component within the services 
towards both the leveraging of the functionality they 
provide as well as the preservation of the tools themselves 
(Fig.1 and Fig. 2).  Both cases support a variety of scripting 
languages to include wrap tools for inclusion in the Brown 
Dog services (e.g. Python, MATLAB, R, bash, 
AutoHotKey, etc.)	  

 

 
Figure 1. pyClowder library calls needed to include a new Python tool as 
an extractor service within the DTS. 

Built on top of a number of software components such as 
NCSA Clowder [2, 3] to manage and carry out extractions, 
Polyglot [4, 5] to find and chain format conversions, Versus 
[6] for content based indexing and retrieval, and Daffodil, 
an open source implementation of the Data Format 
Description Language (DFDL) language [7] to capture file 
format specifications in a machine readable manner, Brown 
Dog aims to support data conversion and extraction/analysis 
needs from a broad range of communities.  In Fig. 4 we 
show examples of a number of these use cases, e.g. carrying 
data conversions from various data sources [8, 9] to use as 
inputs to a broad range of ecological models [10, 11] via 
PEcAn [12, 13], extracting images along routes and from 
these extracting a measure of the greenness along that path, 
extracting river locations from historical maps, and 
extracting flood plains from Lidar data [14].  Through the 
extensibility of the two services and a Tools Catalog akin to 
the Apple App Store or Galaxy Tool Shed [15] we aim to 
expand the number of communities and use cases we 
support over time.  An architecture (Fig. 3) focused on the 
distribution of jobs across heterogeneous resources and 
tools allows us to be as flexible as possible in terms of the 
tools we can include.  Further an elastic scalability 
component allows these heterogeneous collections of tools 
to be replicated as needed in order to efficiently handle large 
numbers of requests to the two services. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Comments needed to include a new tools as a converter service 
within the DAP. 



 
Figure 3. Architecture of the Brown Dog Services (DAP and the DTS). Both converters and extractors connect to a distributed RabbitMQ messaging bus 
specific to a type of data or software where a head node process (e.g. Clowder for the DTS or Polyglot for the DAP) submits and track jobs.  In the case of 
the DAP a Software Server [5] is used to add arbitrary software as a conversion tool.  Both head nodes are stateless, with jobs being stored in a shared 
MongoDB database, so that they can be replicated behind a load balancer. An elasticity component monitors these queues and awakens or spawns additional 
VMs or processes of extractors/converters as queue lengths grow. 

 
 

TABLE I.  The DTS REST API for extractions 

GET  /api/extractions/inputs  Lists the input file format supported by currently running extractors  
POS

T  /api/extractions/upload  Uploads a file for extraction of meta- data and returns file id  

GET  /api/extractions/upload  Uploads a file for extraction using the file’s URL  
GET   /api/extractions/{id}/status  Checks for the status of all extractors processing the file with id  

GET  /api/files/{id}/metadata  Gets tags, technical metadata, and content based signatures extracted for 
the specified file  

GET  /api/extractions/servers  Lists servers IPs running the extractors  
GET  /api/extractions/extractors  Lists the currently running extractors  
GET  /api/extractions/extractors/ details  Lists the currently details running extractors  

 
 

  
TABLE II. The DAP REST API for conversions 

GET  /api/conversions/outputs  Lists all output formats that can be reached  
GET  /api/conversions/inputs  Lists all input formats that can be accepted  
GET  /api/conversions/inputs/ input format  Lists all output formats that can reach the specified input format  

GET  /api/conversions/outputs/ output 
format  Lists all input formats that can reach the specified output format  

GET  /api/conversions/convert/ output 
format/file URL  Converts the specified file to the requested output format  

POST  /api/conversions/convert/ output 
format  Converts the uploaded file to the requested output format  

GET  /api/conversions/software  Lists all available conversion software  
GET  /api/conversions/servers  Lists all currently available Software Servers  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Top: PEcAn using Brown Dog to carry out data conversion for ecological model inputs. Middle: The Clowder semantic content management 
system ingesting a route and extracting derived data based on images along the route, e.g., the Green Index. Bottom: The DataWolf workflow system 
chaining a number of DAP and DTS calls to extractor flood basins and overlay historical river locations from geo-referenced digitized maps. 
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